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Apostrophes for Contraction
Part A
Apostrophes (’) are used in contracted words (where letters are missing).

The giant was not far behind him. 

The giant wasn’t far behind him. 

Notice how the apostrophe (’) is placed where the missing letter was before. 

1. Play this game of memory pairs with a partner.

2. When you have finished playing, can you write sentences including some 
of the contracted words from the game? 

 

 

 

 

 

• Cut out the cards on the next page.

• Place them face down on the table. 

• Take it in turns to turn over two cards.

• If the cards you turn over match, you get to keep them. 

• If they do not match, place them back where you found them.

• Keep playing until all the cards are gone.

• The winner is the player with the most cards. 

I am I'm
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you have

did not

couldn't

they'd

she'll

does not

they had

that would

where is

cannot

would have
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are not

she will

where's

would not

that's

we had

haven't
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Apostrophes for Contraction
Part B
Apostrophes (’) are used in contracted words (where letters are missing).

The giant was not far behind him. 

The giant wasn’t far behind him. 

Notice how the apostrophe (’) is placed where the missing letter was before. 

Read this text. Every time you come across words that could be contracted using 
an apostrophe, underline them and write the new word above the original two 
words. The first one has been done for you. 

Daisy was sleeping in her new barn. It was a bright sunny morning but she 

did not feel very happy. She had not felt happy since the day she had found 

out that Jack was going to sell her. She still could not bring herself to think 

about that day. “It is not up to me,” he had said to her. “I do not have a 

choice. I would not sell you if I did!”

Daisy did not hate her new owner. In fact, he was very kind to her. He would 

bring her hay and grain all the time. She missed Jack, though. “Why has this 

happened to me?” she said to herself. “What have I done to deserve this? Jack 

is my best friend. I cannot go on without him!” 

Daisy knew that she should not complain and she settled herself down in the 

hay. “Where is Jack now?” she asked out loud. “What is he up to?”

didn't
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Write what happened when Jack came to buy Daisy back. Include as many 
words which use apostrophes for contractions as you can. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Challenge Task

Apostrophes for Contraction
At that moment, her new owner came into the barn. “Hello, Daisy,” he said. 

“What have you been doing in here? The hay is all swished about! You are a 

dear cow! Here is some fresh grass and here is some grain. There is fresh water 

for you too. I hope you will enjoy your breakfast.” 
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Apostrophes for Contraction Answers
Part A

1. Play this game of memory pairs with a partner.

2. When you have finished playing, can you write sentences including some 
of the contracted words from the game? 

you have – you’ve 
did not – didn’t
could not – couldn’t
they had – they’d
are not – aren’t
that is – that’s
would have – would’ve
where is – where’s 
how is – how’s
cannot – can’t 
have not – haven’t 
she will – she’ll
they are – they’re
they will – they’ll
it is – it’s
I have – I’ve
we had – we’d 
would not – wouldn’t 
does not – doesn’t 
she has  - she’s 
that would – that’d 

Example answers:
The oven wouldn’t work.
Jaleel doesn’t like pizza.
Tell me when you’ve finished your homework.
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Apostrophes for Contraction Answers
Part B

Read this text. Every time you come across words that could be contracted 
using an apostrophe, underline them and write the new contracted word 
above. The first one has been done for you. 

Daisy was sleeping in her new barn. It was a bright sunny morning but she 

did not feel very happy. She had not felt happy since the day she had found 

out that Jack was going to sell her. She still could not bring herself to think 

about that day. “It is not up to me,” he had said to her. “I do not have a 

choice. I would not sell you if I did!”

Daisy did not hate her new owner. In fact, he was very kind to her. He would 

bring her hay and grain all the time. She missed Jack, though. “Why has this 

happened to me?” she said to herself. “What have I done to deserve this? Jack 

is my best friend. I cannot go on without him!” 

Daisy knew that she should not complain and she settled herself down in the 

hay. “Where is Jack now?” she asked out loud. “What is he up to?”

At that moment, her new owner came into the barn. “Hello, Daisy,” he said. 

“What have you been doing in here? The hay is all swished about! You are a 

dear cow! Here is some fresh grass and here is some grain. There is fresh water 

for you, too. I hope you will enjoy your breakfast.”
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Write what happened when Jack came to buy Daisy back. Include as many 
words which use apostrophes for contractions as you can. 

Example answer: 
Jack arrived at the farm. “I hope he’ll be willing to sell Daisy to me,” he said to 
himself. He couldn’t see any sign of any cows as he approached the farmhouse 
so he went straight to the front door and knocked on it.

Daisy’s new owner came quickly to answer. He didn’t look surprised. He’d expected 
to see Jack again. He’d known all along how events would turn out. 

Jack explained what’d happened to him since they last met and he asked the 
man if he’d be willing to sell Daisy back to him.

“I’ll offer you gold,” he said. “I don’t have any magic beans to give you.”

The man agreed straight away. 

Challenge Task

Apostrophes for Contraction Answers


